Today’s BRAINSTORMING Problems

WORK IN YOUR GROUP TO FIGURE OUT THESE PROBLEMS:

Melinda has $47.28 in her backpack. Show this amount using the highest possible valued bills and coins. Draw these to show your work.

WHO/WHAT IS THE PARTNER?

________________ and Gretel  ________________ and pepper

________________ and Roo  ________________ and lose

________________ and Jill  ________________ and groom

________________ and dog  ________________ and Robin

Andy likes to ride his bike to work. He rides 8 miles to work and 8 miles home. How many miles does he ride in 15 weeks, if he works five days a week? Please show your work.

Insert the signs to make these number sentences true. Use + or - only:

$13 \quad \square \quad 12 = 25$

$4 \quad \square \quad 1 \quad \square \quad 9 = 12$